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P3O Foundation + examen

Cursusduur: 2 Dagen      Cursuscode: P3O

Beschrijving:

Around the world, there are many organizations in both the public and private sectors, who recognise that
their portfolio, programme and project management is best supported through a delivery support office.
The Cabinet Office's PRINCE2®, Managing Successful Programmes (MSP®), and Management of Risk
(M_o_R®) all touch on the need to provide adequate support structures for these best practices, but until
now there has been no single source of information that either organizations or individuals can use for
guidance or advice on setting up or running an effective delivery support office. 
Portfolio, Programme and Project Offices (P3O®)  is a Best Management Practice certification and is aligned to PRINCE2®, MSP®, and
M_o_R®. P3O® brings together in one place a set of principles, processes and techniques to facilitate effective portfolio, programme and
project management through enablement, challenge and support structures.
P3O® is a Registered Trade Mark of Axelos.

Doelgroep:

The audience can vary and training courses will focus on the needs of particular P3O® stakeholders whether they are: staff working in portfolio,
program or project offices; project and program managers; managers seeking to establish or rejuvenate portfolio, program or project offices;
portfolio analysts or business change managers.

Doelstelling:

To cover the syllabus for P3O® in a way which will enable
attendees to apply the principles to their own environment and
either begin the process of establishing a P3O® or continue the
process of P3O® development through stepped improvements in
capability.

Vereiste kennis en vaardigheden: Examens en certificering

There are no prerequisites. Examspecs.

Multiple choice
75 questions per paper
5 questions to be trial and not counted in scores
35 marks required to pass (out of 70 available) - 50%
60 minutes duration
Closed book

Cursusinhoud:

P3O Overview P3O Models Tools ; Techniques
Why Have a P3O? P3O Roles P3O Implementation
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Extra informatie:

This course will be delivered in cooperation with Oppidum or Nthen, an Accredited Training Organization.

Nadere informatie:

Neem voor nadere informatie of boekingen contact op met onze Customer Service Desk  030 - 60 89 444
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